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HOLIDAY OF LIGHTS. The campus gleams at night with hol'iday spirit, as lights decorate the trees and buildings. Holiday lights have become a tradition on campus and in Searcy. (photo by Jason Burt)

Harding University in
London announced
by Duane Barron
Bison Editor

The city where Shakespeare, T. S. Elliot and Charles
Dickens wrote, the city where Sherlock Holmes solved
crimes and Jack the Ripper committed them, and the city
where Winston Churchill refused to fear, is soon to be the
home of another Harding international program. In addition to
programs in Aorence, Italy and Athens, Greece, Harding
University is planning to offer a semester program in London,
England, beginning next fall. The program has been dubbed
HUL (Harding University in London), after the Harding
tradition of using acronyms to refer to its various programs.
According to Don Shackelford, dean of international studies, the plans have not yet been finalized. Shackelford said the
faculty has not been selected at this time. "We have some in
mind, of course, but we have not made final arrangements
with their departments," Shackelford said. He also said that,
while the course offerings are not finalized, they will have a
liberal arts emphasis, including British history and British
literature. He said plans should be finalized before the end of
this semester.
Shackelford said the students will be staying in a student
hotel located north of Hyde Park, which will house 45 to 55
students. He said classes will be in a classroom near the British
,Museum, which will be rented from the University of London.
'.• e students will also have access to the University of London
Library and Student Union, which includes a cafeteria and
sports facilities such as a squash course and a swimming pool.
Shackelford said the students will take a group trip to the
continent and a trip to Scotland, stopping along the way at
Stratford, the home of William Shakespeare, and other sites.

See HUL, page 3, column 4

Searcy, campus light up for Christmas
by Christie Jandecka
Bison staff writer

For once, the lights in Searcy do not go out after midnight.
For the fourth consecutive year, the city of Searcy has
decorated the area with Christmas lights in honor of the
Holiday of Lights festival. The event, first held in 1990, was
the brain child of Tommy Jackson, editor of the Searcy Daily
Citizen. Jackson was encouraged to come up with an idea for
a holiday festival by Mayor David Evans, and the Holiday of
Lights was born.
This year, the parade, which was held Saturday December
4, was recognized as the largest lighted Christmas parade in
Arkansas. More than 40 participants, including members of
civic clubs, churches and students, greeted those who crowded
the Searcy streets.
In addition to the parade, the city also decorated the
downtown square and other places in the city with lights.
According to Mayor David Evans, "It takes a couple of weeks
to put up the decorations." Various employees of Searcy and
volunteers from the community hang the lights throughout the
city. In order to maintain the lights, small crews go out each
morning to repair broken lights or strands that are down.
One benefit of the Holiday of Lights is the increase in
business for the city. "Anywhere from 15,000 to 20,000
people come to see the lights display, providing an increase in
sales tax revenue," Evans said. Visitors who come to observe
the lights also shop.
"The lights also provide a sense of community spirit,
which makes Christmas extra special," Evans said. "The
lights would be missed if they were not put up next year," he
added.
Harding has also strung thousands oflights across campus,
though on a much smaller scale than the city.
This year Tisha Coggins, a senior special education major,
was the Student Association chairperson for the Christmas

Iights program. Coggins' gathered I 0 to 15 people to plan all
the steps of decorating and hanging the lights.
The group took three days to hang the lights, starting
Monday after Thanksgiving break and finishing Wednesday.
The Student Association had to buy more lights and replacement bulbs because some of the lights from last year were lost
or old, according to Coggins.

See Lights, page 3, column 3

FALL COLLAGE OF COLORS. Three students converse
under the arch on a colorful fall day. (photo by Jason Burt)
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Editorial
Shades of Grey
Ours is a unique generation. Thanks to the previous
generation the world isn't so clear as it used to be. Not
all of that is bad, but it sure makes it harder. When our
parents and grandparents were growing up the world
was simpler. Right and wrong were clearer. There
was a greater degree of consensus about the basic
American values. At least it seemed that way, even if
it really wasn't true. Today there are more rights for
the individual but Jewer for the community, more
O.K.'s but fewer wrongs. We have the previous
generation to thank for these freedoms, if that's what
they are. The previous generation revolted against a
"Puritanical moral code" in America. Our generation
experienced the explosion of problems caused by
their revolt. They rejected Truth; many of us are just
looking for something that seems right most of the
time. We have been fed a lifetime of their propaganda.
We bought it because there was little else. Even many
churches, historically the bulwark of tradition, fell
prey t.o their revolution - accepting things such as
homosexuality, abortion and promiscuity. Others
reacted to the revolution by making religion into
rules, stripping much of the spirit away.
This brings us to the letter to the editor on page
three. The apparent dispute between what Dr. Smith
said and what Dr. Mueller says centers on this very
idea of truth. How can we determine what is true in
a time when there are no clear answers. There are
several scientists who question the accepted theories
of AIDS and HIV. Some, such as Peter Duesburg,
Ph.D., question whether HIV even causes AIDS. The
mainstream scientists dismiss Duesburg as a quack,
but that's easy to do when you have millions of
dollars of research money pouring in that is betting
on the mainstream theories. The federal money is
dependent on the idea that anyone can get AIDS.
Recent news stories such as those about the kids that
contracted HIV from household members lends
credibility to that idea. And it just may be the case that
the mainstream scientists are right.
The point is, in an era where truth is often colored
by ulterior agendas and politics, we should be careful
about what we accept. Things aren't black and white
anymore. Of course, this shouldn't change how we
treat those infected or make us feel more righteous.
We may be wrong, too- about a lot of things. dkb
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A Good Cliche is Hard to Find
by Carolyn Holmes
Bison columnist

Our world is chock full of cliches. Some friends
and I realized this on the road to Memphis, where we
ran the gamut of cliches. Since cliches are more numerous
than the stars in the sky, we hardly even scratched the
surface! The day ended on a high note. But our tete-atete got the wheels turning in my mind.
You may think I'm just grasping at straws for an
article and I should take this problem with a grain of salt.
But I have a bone to pick, and I think it's time someone
took the bull by the horns on this issue. But first, for
those who are still a little wet behind the ears, let me lay
the foundation.
The Webster's dictionary describes a cliche as
something that has become overly familiar and
commonplace; perhaps a phrase that was once interesting
but has now become worn out, stale and meaningless
through overuse. In other words, they are old hat, and
generally, dead as doornails. Trying to communicate
any new feelings or concepts using cliches is like chasing
the wind, because with cliches, words tend to go in one
ear and out the other.
But the use of cliches in our everyday speech is just
the tip of the iceberg. I hate to burst the bubble of those
for whom ignorance is bliss, but it's time for us to get to
the heart of the matter:
Our Christian culture is a breeding ground for
cliches. We use phrases like "Praise the Lord,'' "Just
pray about it,'' and "Your will be done,'' thinking we're
on the right track. But all that glitters isn't gold, because
it sometimes seems that the true meaning behind these
words gets lost in the shuffle. This can make it all too
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easy to keep God at arm's length. As Christians, we
sometimes throw these phrases around to show that we
know the ropes. But if the words don't carry any weight,
they too become meaningless cliches. Maybe we need to
go back to the drawing board and look at the big picture.
Do we remember that "praising the Lord" means our
lives must shed some light on a dark world? Do we fly
off the handle when we've said, "Your will be done,"
and God throws us a curve? When we spew out "Prayer
is the answer,'' do we really carry it through and present
our requests to God? Sometimes it just seems like God is
out of sight, out of mind. To make a good impression in
the world, we truly must practice what we preach, for
actions speak louder than words.
The word I most fear becoming trite in the eyes of
the world is "Jesus." Some only blurtitout angrily when
their noses are out of joint. Others think he was just a
flash in the pan and that Christians are making a
mountain out of a molehill. For us at Harding, His name
comes up day in and day out in our Bible textbooks,
church and chapel. We grow accustomed to it. We take
it 'for granted.
But there is nothing cliched about our Lord. There is
nothing "worn out" in a fresh rainfall or a blossoming
flower. There is nothing commonplace about the way He
guides us day after day, renewing our spirits with fresh
challenges and discoveries, lifting us from the depths of
despair. "Because of the Lord's great love, we are not
consumed,'' Jeremiah said (Lamentations 3:22-23), "for
His compassions never fail. They are new every morning."
The blessings of God are as fresh as a daisy, but if
we only pay Him lip service, we are really slapping Him
in the face. And that about wraps it up for me. All's well
that ends well. And that's fhe bottom line.
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After F. Lagard Smith's chapel talk Tuesday, Nov. 9, a student was overheard saying that
heterosexuals cannot contract AIDS. Unfortunately, few of the scientific claims Mr. Smith
made during his chapel speech that day were
true. I will address only three erroneous statements.

I. Smith states that the world is not overpopulated because all the people on earth could
fit on one small island near England. Space is a
non-issue when addressing world population
levels. The real issue is resource use and availability, which includes energy, food, water and
natural resources. A secondary issue might be
quality of life.
Today there are places such as sub-Saharan
Africa where there is little orno fuel available to
cook the food. Wood has been the primary and/
or only cooking fuel source, but like the cedars
of Lebanon, the forests have been decimated.
2. Smith claims that the real evolutionary
issue is the missing sex link. This statement
poses particular danger because the missing sex
link does exist. Planaria are capable of asexual
reproduction through binary fission or sexual
reproduction.
A New Zealand snail
(Potamopyrgus antipodarum) tends to reproduce asexually in lakes and sexually in streams.
Some organisms are sequentially hermaphroditic; that is, they change sex. East Coast
oysters start life as males, later change to females, then may change sex every few years.
Coral reef fish females are capable of changing
into males. Other organisms are simultaneous
hermaphrodites; they contain both sets of sex
organs. If one uses Smith 's intuitive approach
to reach "truth" then must we now accept evolution as the source of life since there is no
missing sex link? I hope not.

3. Smith claimed that AIDS is a bloodborne disease only; heterosexuals do not get
AIDS. This statement is both untrue and dangerous. HIV, the AIDS-inducing virus, is found
in bodily fluids, including blood, semen, vagi-

nal fluids, and mother's milk. AIDS is transmitted by blood transfusions, sharing of contaminated needles, anal and vaginal sex, and from
mother to fetus or mother to infant. In both the
United States and United Kingdom, heterosexual transmission of AIDS has now surpassed
shared needle drug user transmission. One need
go no further than White County to find cases of
heterosexually transmitted AIDS. In Arkansas,
there have been 225 cases of heterosexually
transmitted AIDS since 1985. AIDS renders its
victims vulnerable to an assortment of diseases
including t)Jberculosis. To claim that Africans
are dying from malaria or tuberculosis is true
but misleading. Many of these people have
AIDS, which weakens the immune system and
invites death from another disease.
I am grateful that chapel on November 9 was
not attended by the general public. At best
Harding would appear foolish to the secular
world. Worse yet, could Harding be liable for
disseminating erroneous information on a deadly
disease? Perhaps most damning of all is the
dehumanization that occurs as a result of such a
presentation. One is left with the feeling that
Smith was referring to a computer virus, not
something which infected real, living people.
What motive does Smith have in attempting to
confine this disease to blood transmission and
homosexuals? Do we feel protected or perhaps
more "saved" if we can isolate this disease
(which we cannot) to homosexuals? I wonder
what Jesus would do if He were on earth today?
Would He point His finger at the AIDS victims
and condemn their humanity or would He treat
them like He treated the lepers of His time?
Would He walk the streets of San Francisco or
Uganda villages healing AIDS victims, teaching them truth, and instructing them to go and
sin no more or would He isolate and despise
them?
Truth is important; get the facts, then think
carefully about your words and actions.
Deborah L. Mueller
Box 2251
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Adminstration responds to
student meal plan concerns
by Georgia Choate
Bison staff writer

Students living in dormitories, according to
Harding regulations, have an obligation to purchase a meal plan. But students have expressed
concerns about how the meal plan money is
used, the number of meals they have to buy, and
the fact that meal plans are mandatory.
Currently, students can choose between a
21- or a 16-meal plan, each with a declining
balance (DCB) which allows them to spend
money on pizza, soda or donuts in the student
center. With a 16-meal plan, a student can eat
about two meals a day, but many students don't
eat quite that much. Ryan Fowler, a freshman
from Searcy, stated, "I have a 16-meal plan, and
I lose about six to eight meals a week." Fowler
continued, "Besides, a lot of people have microwaves and small refrigerators in their rooms,
which makes it (eating) a lot easier." Senior

"The only people who benefitfrom
these monies are the students."LottTucker
Jonathan Senn from Nashville, Tenn., also has
a 16-meal plan. Senn said he only eats I 0 meals
a week at most. Senn continued, "That's all my
class and work schedule will allow. So a 12meal plan would be nice for me."
Lon Tucker, vicepresidentforfinance, stated,
" Meal plans and prices have already been set for
thi s semester and the spring semester. Although the subject of reduced meal plans has not
been brought up in meetings, anything is possible." Tucker also said that the final decision
would be up to the Board of Trustees, upon
recommendation of the administration.
About 10 years ago, Harding allowed students to buy a reduced meal plan if they could
show a doctor's excuse. But, according to
Tucker, a lot of students were getting notes from
doctors. One accommodation Harding has always made is catering to students who have
certain nutritional needs, such as those with
diabetes.
Vice President Tucker explained that if a
student has a real problem with the meal policy,
and is at least a junior, the student may be
eligible to move off campus into a Harding

apartment. Then the student would not be
required to purchase a meal plan.
Some students have been concerned about
the cost of the meal plans. Some bave been
especially concerned about what happens to
money that the school charges above the actual
cost of the ARA contract, which is for a certain
number of meals per week. According to Tucker,
Harding contracts with ARA to purchase and
prepare the food and to provide service in the
cafeteria. This makes up the majority of the
meal plan charges, he said. There are additional
charges added to cover upkeep on the building
and equipment, which Harding owns. He added,
"For example, next year we will have to put in
all new carpet in the dining hall."
According to Tucker, many years Harding
does take in more money from the meal plans
than it is required to spend on upkeep. "However, any extra money goes back into the general fund, which funds all Harding's operating
expenses," he said. "The only people who benefit from these monies are the students," he
added. Money from the general fund covers
expenses such as teachers' salaries, equipment
expenses and SA activities. When Senn told his
parents where that extra meal money went, he
said that they had not been told of Harding's
policy and they felt they had been deceived.
Canadian Michelle Cox, also a senior, lives
off campus and does not have a meal plan. Cox
stated, "I lived on campus for three years, and I
would rather it (general budget money) be gotten from tuition than leftover meal money. I
don't like the idea of hidden costs. I'd rather
them charge me up front."
When asked about these " hidden costs,"
Tucker replied, "We try to explain our policy to
the parents when they come for Summer Experience or Student Impact. The cafeteria is an
auxiliary enterprise, just like the bowling lanes
and the bookstore." The profits from these enterprises go into the general fund. "If we're going
to lower the number of meals required for meal
plans, it would be the same as lowering the cost
of dorms or lowering costs at the bookstore.
We're not trying to hide costs," Tucker continued.
Tucker said it is necessary for the extra costs
to be added in because they represent expenses
related to the meal plan. President David Burks
said a plan with a reduced number of meals is
not entirely out of the question. "It is possible,"
he said.

Elders: legalization will reduce crime
Clinto n 's contrQversial Sutgeoo General, Joycelyn Elders, stirred up more contrQversy th is
week when she suwsted legalizing drugs as a means of reducing the crime rate. Her comments
were part of a speecll on the ~alth ~Js of violence. She drew fire from many·conservatives
and the Clinton administration moved quickly to distance itself fromEirlers' statements.

Supreme Court lets "duty to God" stand
The Suprerri'OCourt lela lower court rUling stand, which aU.o wed lhe Boy Scouts to refuse
lo admit those w.howon't take lhe full oath. The oath mcludes a pledge to do one's "dut;y to God
and m.y country .... A seventh grader in ChiCAgo, whose family is agnostic,
turned away
because he woUld nnt takt,the full oath.
·
·

was

Denny's attacker give:o. lO-year term
The man convicted of beating truck driver Reginald Denny and others was sentenced to the
maxiiil\IDl sentence of 10 years in jail. Superior COurt Judge lobo Ouderldrlc' called. Damian
W'J.l.liaiiiS' ac.tious "intolerable." The chairman of the jury that convi<:ted Williams and some
commuoityleaderscalledthesentence unfair. William'sco-defendantwasputonprobationuntil
January, 1997. and_given 320 hours of community service.

lights (continued from page 1) HUL
To insure the safety of the students, the
workers put electrical tape around all the outlets, but extension cords still had to be placed
across the sidewalks because it was difficult to
find outlets, Coggins explained.
The Student Association did not have their
opening ceremonies in conjunction with
Searcy's because the city initiated their lighting
ceremony during Thanksgiving break when no
one was on campus. Instead, Coggins arranged
for the opening ceremonies to be held December I after Peak of the Week. Following the
lighting ct!remony, students were served hot
chocolate and hot apple cider on the front lawn
while watching the classic Christmas special,
Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer.
Harding's tradition of holiday lights started
during Christmas, 1988. "The lights make it a
festive time of year," Coggins said.

(Continued from page 1)

Other trips will include one-day trips to places
such as Stonehenge and other sites in the vicinity of London.
While the cost of living in London is considerably hig'her than in Florence or Greece,
Shackelford said he is trying to keep the cost of
the London program equivalent to the others.
He said that, although other schools which
operate programs in London say costs are about
35 percent higher there than in places such as
Italy, he feels confident that the cost ofHarding' s
London program will be no higher than the cost
of the other two programs. The total cost of the
program, Shackelford said, including round trip
airfare, room and board and all planned group
trips, will be about $8,300.
Shackelford said 60 students attended the
informational meeting on Monday. Students
who are interested in the program can begin
signing up immediately, he said.
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Friends, family reflect on loss of Carol Carter
by Jason Roberts
Bison staff writer

. It seems like only yesterday that I heard
the last words Carol Carter would ever say to
me. As she was studying her Bible before
chapel, she tapped me on the shoulder and
said, "Jason, you're a Bible major. Did Luke
write Luke?" I smiled and said, "Yes, he
did." Now an empty ~eat and an endless
memory of her kindness confront me each
day.
Carol Carter was born December28, 1973,
and she would have celebrated her 20th birthday with her family just three days after
Christmas. But all of this changed on Tuesday, November 16, as Carol was driving to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson to babysit.
She missed the tum she was looking for and,
while making aU-tum, collided with an 18wheeler. The accident severed her spinal cord
and caused her death.
"It's just tragic and unfortunate that something like this has happened," Mark Pugh,
minister for the Downtown Church of Christ,
said. Pugh spoke in chapel on the Thursday
following Carol's death, reflecting on his
memories of her. When the last prayer had
been said and the student body was dismissed, many remained in their seats, silent
and meditative. The solemn feeling that
embraced the students and faculty was evident on campus throughout the remainder of
that cold day. Jason Ward, a beau forCI'Jol's
social club commented, "It's really sad. It's
an eye openerto reality . You just never know
when your time will come."
All the beaux for her club, Delta Gamma
Rho, received a letter from Carol on November 17, the day she died. Jeff Goodson, Jason
Ward, Rob Kernodle and Jason Koch will
never forget the encouraging words she wrote
to them. "I had just heard the news and I
hadn't checked my mailbox," Goodson said.
"Fifteen minutes later, I got my mail and
found these words from Carol: 'You are
special. I hope you had a wonderful day.
Good luck in all your classes. You are in my
prayers . Love Carol."' Jason Ward said,
"Carol was real outgoing. She seemed very
sincere and happy.
Monte Cox, Carol's Bible teacher said she
was late to class almost every day. "Carol sat
in the front row and would usually make a
grand entrance when she arrived, making the
class and me laugh," Cox said. "She was a
prominent person in class and provided a lot
of humor to the class. She loved to be sarcastic and was a fun person," Cox said.
Carol's chapel seat remains empty, but
her humor and gentle spirit will long echo in
the minds of so many that she touched. Her
spotless character, her courage, her attitude
and her lovely disposition showed her to be a
woman who was remarkably faithful to her
Lord .
The following letters, written by some of
her closest friends, reflect their feelings about
Carol. Chanda Caffey said, "I cannot grasp
the fact that she is no longer on this earth. Her
life here touched so many people. I feel for
those who never knew her, because those
who did were truly blessed.
"Carol had such a caring heart toward
everyone. The moment we met, we immediately became lifelong friends. We had planned
to room together all summer. She wrote me
periodically, and she always sent a little some-

thing for encouragement. I carry a little card
in my wallet that states the bond of our
friendship."
Michelle Hammond said, "I'm thankful
for the times we had together, and I'm thankful that the Lord blessed me with a friend like
Carol. I' II never forget her smile or her laugh.
I'll never forget our late night talks. We
planned our futures; they looked promising.
"I remember all those Saturday afternoons
when Carol dragged me around the mall. I've
never seen anyone spend as much money on
clothes as she did. She worked all summer
long just to pay off her bills!
"Carol was so fun to be around. We never
stopped laughing. She helped me through a
rough summer. She listened to my heartaches, my hopes, my dreams. She was one of
my few, true friends."
In a letter to Bison staff writer, Jason
Roberts, Carol's father said, "I don't know
where to begin. My heart aches in such a way
it can't be expressed in words.
"Our family has received so many cards
and letters the past few days. We didn't
realize just how many people Carol has
touched in such a very short time.
"What could we say about Carol that
would be meaningful to other people? We are
her family and we shared a tremendous love
with one another. I can tell you from the day
Carol made that commitment to follow Christ,
June 24, 1985, she had dreams of someday
going to Harding University. She loved
being around people who loved the Lord.
"As I watched her grow, it was obvious to
me that she had many talents that could only
be gifts from God. When she would sing at a
very young age, the words were not just
sounds coming from her lips. The words that
flowed were feelings and expressions from
the heart. Carol could do anything when she
decided she really wanted to do it.
"I believe a person's true character is
portrayed when they are away from close
family and friends. I've learned a lot about

Carol Carter
my daughter Carol during the past week,
things that make me so proud. She touched

the lives of so many people in such a very
positive way, people we've never met."

Friends program provides role models for youth
by Drew Rouhana
Bison staff writer

The Friends program at Harding provides
children in the Searcy community with big brothers and big sisters, giving them role models and
providing a positive influence in their lives.
The program is sponsored by Dwight and
Barby Smith of Campus Ministry, but is run by
student co-directors Candace Ware and John
Spivey. Ware and Spivey work closely with
Debby Miller from Searcy Housing Authority,
who provides them with selected children for the
program. The children range in age from 3 to 16
and usually come from single-parent homes
whose families have asked Miller to enroll their
children in the program.
The Searcy Housing Authority has been working with Harding on the big brothers, big sisters
program for the last four years. Miller serves as
Resident Service Coordinator as well as Alcohol
and Drug Coordinator for the program. "Big
brothers, big sisters gives the kids an alternative
to drugs," she said There currently are 10 children enrolled in the program and she said a
positive change can be seen in each one. "These
kids often get so attached to their big brother or
big sister that they can really have a strong effect
on their lives," Miller said. Miller said she has a

number of children who want into the program,
but more student involvement is needed to handle
an increase in enrollment.
The children are matched with students from
Harding who have shown an interest in becoming big brothers or big sisters. Student applicants must first go through an application and
screening process, which takes about two weeks
to complete. Then they are paired up with
children who have similar interests- boys with
male students and girls with female students.
The big brother or big sister is then required to
spend at least three to five hours a week, twice
a month with the children. Often, Miller said,
the students spend more time than is required
because of the enjoyment which they receive
from their participation in the program.
Brian Baker, a junior from Clarksville, Ark.,
has been a big brother to 11-year-old Bernie
Burton for the lasttwo and a half years. "It took
awhile for us to become comfortable around
each other," Baker explained, "but now we go
bowling together, play video games together
and I' ve even taken Bernie out to Camp
Wyldewood."
Baker said the Friends program made him
realize what some kids are going through and
what their lives are really like. "It's good for the
children, too," Baker added, "because it pro-

vides them with someone that they can look up
to."

The big brothers and big sisters meet with
the children at least twice a year. In December
they have a Christmas Party, complete with
Santa Claus and presents. Then, when the
weather warms up in the spring they get together for a cookout and an afternoon of softball
and other outdoor activities.
Ware has been involved in the Friends program for four years. Her first year in the program she served as a big sister and then she was
asked to be the tlirector for the following year.
She has held that position for three years, and
this year asked John Spivey to help her with the
effort. Spivey stepped in and took over all the
paper work that goes with the program.
Ware said she is very excited about the
program. "These kids are just normal youngsters who need some attention," she said. The
purpose of the program "is to help kids that dol
not receive attention or companionship at home.
It gives the children involved someone more on
their level to talk to and to relate to with their
problems," she added.
The Friends program is constant! y in need of
more student involvement, especially from male
students, Ware said. Interested students may
contact Campus Ministry for more information.
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Searcy, campus not immune from crime problems
by Stuart Spencer
Bison staff writer

TICKETING DR. BURKS? A security guard, who declined to be identified, checks over his list of
parking tickets. Harding security recently beefed up its staff. (photo by Jason Burt)

WHEN WE FILL YOUR
PRESCRIPTION, ALL YOU
HAVE TO SAY IS:
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In today's society, all Americans are deeply
concerned about the rising crime rate. These
fears are substantiated every day when the mass
media reports that our crime rate is soaring out
of control. Consequently, many citizens now
view crime as the number one problem facing
our nation.
The following figures display the severity of
the crime problem in America:
•Each year nearly 5 million people in the
United States are victims of violent crimes.
•If the current crime rate continues, 8 out of
10 Americans can expect to be a victim of
violent crime at least once in their lives.
•An American is murdered every 21 minutes, raped every 5 minutes, robbed every
46 seconds, and assaulted every 29 seconds.
Harding's campus is not invulnerable to
crime. While the Harding campus is relatively
safe compared to other college campuses across
the country, incidents do occur. In October of
this year, for instance, a number of vehicles
belonging to Harding students were broken
into. Additionally, two automobiles were stolen from campus. Fortunately, both of these
vehicles were located by the Searcy Police
Department and the individuals responsible for
stealing the cars were apprehended.
To counter the growing crime problem,
Harding security has hired 15 new student workers, increasing its work force by I 00 percent.
Security has also increased its full-time security
force and relief workers.
Security patrols all perimeters of the campus
24 hours a day. Additionally, phone lines are
open around the clock to answer students' questions and provide any assistance which may be
needed.
Contrary to popular belief, small towns
within the United States are not immune to
serious crime. Indeed, Searcy is also having to
deal with a growing crime rate. According to
the Searcy Police Department, there were 538
crimes reported between January and September of 1993. While no murders were committed
during this time, a substantial number of serious
crimes did occur. They included rape (6 reports), robbery (2 reports), burglary (66 reports), and larceny (428 reports).
These numbers prove that Searcy is not
invulnerable to the growing crime problem. To
meet the needs of citizens, the city government
has adopted a Five-Point Program addressing
such needs as street repair, recycling, etc. One
of the areas to be improved is public safety.
There are plans to hire an additional six to eight
police officers and upgrade all street lights to
high pressure sodium in order to ensure higher
visibility.
The dime rate in the United States is increasing at an astonishing rate. Citizens across
the country are demanding action to combat the

FRQ~~e~nq~Jn~TE
Boyce H. Arnett
Class of '66
268-3311

We wish you
happy holidays
and a safe
journey home!

problem. While it is customary for society to
believe that small towns are free from crime,
Searcy and Harding are facing growing numbers of criminal offenses. Measures are being
taken to increase security, yet studies show that
knowledge is the best weapon to com t-at danger

Tips for dealing
with exam stress
by Amy Johnson
Former Bison Copy Editor

Family Feud surveyed 100 people with this
question: "Name one way you deal with stress."
Survey said ... "the number one answer was "eat."
That may not be such a bad idea, according to
Joni Mackey of the Counseling Center, as long
as you eat a balanced diet.
With finals just next week, the stress can
cause some strange things to happen on campus. Roommates tum into monsters. Otherwise
sane people pull outlandish stunts in the dorms,
bringing the wrath of dorm managers. Normally
well-groomed students walk the campus having
rolled out of bed five minutes prior.
Finals week is survivable, however. Some
Harding students have even been known to
survive five years' worth of finals. Mackey
offered these tips to students coping with finals
stress.
* Prepare early. Don'tgetcaught in the "last
minute squeeze." Look at your calendar and
take steps to meet studying requirements early.
lfyour test is on Wednesday, don't start studying Tuesday night.
* Treat yourself right. Get some rest. You
can't deal with the stress if you're too tired.
Good nutrition is equally important. Get in your
three meals a day and get a good variety of the
types of food you need. Cut down on sweets and
caffeine. Get plenty of exercise. Keep your
body ready to react.
* Take breaks when studying. Stop and
stretch. Take deep breaths, slowly exhaling to
completely relax. You might take a mini-vacation in your mind. Go somewhere safe and fun.
If you can't go physically, go mentally.
* Take time for recreation. The dollar movie
may be just what you need. Be able to rest your
mind.
* Talk to others. Getting it all out can help.
* Cut down on as many outside stressors as
you can to focus on the business at hand. Put
other matters in a box to deal with later when
you may be better equipped to face them anyway.
* Don' t beat yourself over the head for
things left undone, like papers not turned in or
projects not completed. It uses a lot of energy to
be thinking, "I wish I had ... " Forget it.
* Avoid seJf-medication such as No-doz
and sleeping pills to stay awake or finally go to
sleep. They interfere with the thought process.
* Keep a sense of humor.
* Count your blessings and pray about it.
* Be nice to yourself mentally and physically. Find things that make you feel good: a
warm bath, a milkshake.
* Take it one day at a time.

Guitar Strings $3.50,
Buy, Sell, Trade

Quattlebaum Music
Downtown Searcy
268-(,694
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1994 Who's Who
selected by faculty

SA holiday project brings cheer to kids
by Jamie Martin
Bison staff writer

by Jennifer Mills
Bison staff writer

Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities for 1994 will pay tribute to 62
Harding seniors for their leadership abilities and their potential for success.
A national publication which began in
1934 to honor students who are considered
leaders in their schools, Who's Who represents more than 1400 colleges and universities in their publication each year.
To be honored by Who's Who, students
must have completed at least 90 hours of
college credit with a cumulative grade point
average of 2.5 or higher. Faculty and the
Student Association are responsible for
choosing the nominees from among
Harding's student body. Once a person is
nominated, he or she receives an information sheet which asks for personal information and activities in which they are involved, including academics, athletics and
community involvement. Once the sheets
are completed, the faculty make their final
selections for induction into Who's Who.
Those selected for this year include:
Kim S. Alexander, Christie Nicole Austin,
Kacy Ellen Barden, Duane Keith Barron,
Angela D. Baskett, Susan Murrell
Billingsley, Kaci Shannon Bolls, Eric Scott
Bond, Laura Jean Caldwell, Christy Marie
Cate, Michael Andrew Chunn, James Kyle
Citty, Julie Dawn Clapp, Kara Lee Clark,
Tisha Elizabeth Coggin, Jeffrey David
Conner, Albert Bernard Cook Ill, Christy
Jannett Coonts, Kelly Kay Cooper, Clint
Delaplane, Joel M. DeYoung, Jana Lea
Fitzhugh, Elizabeth Ann Foster, Nicholas
Lee Fouts, Dena Marie Harrell, Kerri Lee
Hartman, Rebecca Anne Helm, Robin
Melissa Hill, Angelia Renee Hobby,
Clifford William Huot.
Rounding out the list of 1994 Who's
Who are: Jason Eric Jewell, Kristi Nicole
Jones, John McClure Kerr III, Lauren Keith
Kilmer, Tammy Kay Kodatt, Richard Alan
Little, Richard Loh, Leah Dionne
Mangrum, Darin Farnsworth Martin,
Valerie Ann McCammon, Sarah Elizabeth
McJunkins, Travis Paul McNeal, Glen Alan
Metheny, Darla Jean Miller, Jennifer Lynn
Moore, Matthew D. Ogren, Faith Elizabeth Ort, Jason Michael Pace, Cheryl Lynn
Page, Jessica Lane Pell, Carol Lanette
Reeves, Laura Rebecca Rice, David Benson Rubio, Amy Jo Shollenbarger, Toria
Jade Touchton, Lori Ann Tucker, Diana
Ung, Tawnya Marie Wide!, Nancee Beth
Wilson.

Send the Bison home.

A Great Christmas
Gift
Keep your parents and
grandparents up on what's
happening at Harding.
For information contact the
Bison at 4471 or Box 1192

Christmastime! Can you remember the anticipation of waiting for Christmas morning?
Remember waking up at 5 a.m., and dragging
your poor, groggy parents out of bed to watch
you unwrap multitudes of Christmas presents?
Remember the excitement you felt at seeing
numerous shapes and sizes of boxes all addressed to you? Do you recall wondering what
the brightly-wrapped boxes contained? Could
it be that Barbie dream house you always wanted?
Or the life-sized Darth Vader action doll, complete with your very own light saber?
Unfortunately, not all children can remember present-laden Christmases such as the one
just described. Many children in the United
States belong to abusive, dysfunctional families. These children do not learn the way love
should be shown in a family, and therefore
continue the cycle of abuse in their own families. The Searcy Suspected Child Abuse and
Neglect (SCAN) office deals with families where
the cycle of abuse is perpetuated, and works
with these families to break this vicious cycle.
In conjunction with SCAN, the Student Association is sponsoring a holiday project in which
Harding students donate presents to White
County families who are dealing with abuse.
The holiday project has pledged to help 30
families buy Christmas presents for their children. After a chapel service introducing this
project, the SA received an overwhelming response from students eager to help. SA president Rich Little said that about 120 students
responded to the plea for help. "It was very
encouraging and heartwarming to get this response from the student body," Little said. "We
only needed 15-20 volunteers, but we've assigned five or six students to each family." Each
volunteer is assigned to a numbered family (in
order to protect the families' identities). The
volunteer then buys Christmas presents for the
children of their assigned families. Some stu-

dents have not only bought numerous presents
for the children, but for the parents as well.
The SCAN office aids with the holiday
project and provides many year-round services
to families in White County. These services
include employment referrals, information and
help studying for the GED, counseling for families and "lay" therapists to meet almost any need
ofthe family. A "lay" therapist, who is a SCAN
volunteer, meets with families to talk, help fix .
meals, clean and check children for signs of
abuse. They also help mediate within the court
system, and work with the sheriff and White
County police.

The SCAN office deals with cases of emotional, physical and sexual abuse. According to
Kerri Palmer, SCAN director for White County,
they handle a variety offamily problems. "Some
families are extremely dependent and lack every skill," Palmer said, "while some families are
independent and only need help learning to cope
with, for example, a hyperactive child. We provide
a wide range of services to these families."
The deadline for donations to the project is
today. Presents need to be turned in to the SA
office. Because of this project, there will be
many special memories for children from dysfunctional families.

NERDLY GREENBACK, PATRIOT. Dr.Don Diffine, professor of economics, entertains a
I chapel audience with his one-liners. ''That's what he does ." (photo by Jason Burt)

1994 Student Lectureships
january 23-26
Sunday
The Real Jesus
8:15 and 10:45 a.m.: College Church
Who is this Man?- Keith Kilmer
and 6:00 p.m.: College Church
The Human/Divine JesusRich Little

Monday
The Focused Jesus
9:00 a.m.: Chapel (Benson)
The Driven Jesus Steven Valentine
a.m.: Class- The Humble Jesus
Jonathan Camp, Jessica Pell
1:00 p.m.: The Giving and Forgiving
Jesus -Troy Foster, Faith Ort
7:00 p.m.: Keynote (Benson)
The Praying Jesus- Nick Fouts

Tuesday
The Challenging Jesus
9:00a.m.: Split Chapel- Men, Women
The Non-Conforming JesusJeff Conner, Carolyn Holmes
9:45 a.m.: Cfuss- The Sacrificial Jesus
Matt Ogren, Andrea Baker
7:00 p.m.: Keynote (Benson)
The Holy Jesus- Bob Lawrence

Wednesday
The Conquering Jesus
9:00 a.m.: Split Chapel (international)
The Crucified Jesus Nathan Mellor, Rick Maia
9:45a.m.: Class- The Returning Jesus
Joseph Walker, Renee Rose
1:00 p.m.: Class- The Living Jesus
Roger Clayton, Teresa Garner
5:30p.m.: The Lord Jesus- Jay Baker
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December grads prepare to move on
by Drew Rouhana
Bison staff writer

Most of us look at Christmas holidays as just
a break betwe~n the fall and spring semesters,
but for 165 seniors, this holiday season will
represent the culmination of a long journey. On
Saturday, December 18, the Benson Auditorium will be filled with parents, relatives and
friends who will gather to watch them graduate
and begin the rest of their lives.
With theircollegecareers drawing to a close,
most of the seniors expressed excitement and
optimism about their future.
Melissa Plummer, from Searcy, will be
moving to Memphis after Christmas and said
she hopes to find a job teaching high school
biology. Plummer, who will be graduating cum
laude, took four and a half years to complete her
studies. But she said, "I still had a great time."

-

...........

COMPLETING REGISTRATION. Craig Clark fills out a senior Placement Office survey near
the end of the registration procedure. Registration will be cut from two days to one day in January.
The administration hopes to make the process more efficient. (photo by Jason Burt)

One-day registration to
begin next semester
by Christie Mangrum
Bison staff writer

Registration for the spring semester will
only last one day this year instead of the usual
two. "There was no real problem with the twoday registration, but if we can save time by
registering in one day we should," Dr. David
Burks said. Burks said he believes it is advantageous to use current technology to speed the
process of registration so students can spend
more time in the classroom. "However," Burks
said, "I would never want technology to take
away from the personal touch that a computer
cannot give."
This is the second time that registration days
have been shortened. Several years ago, registration lasted three days, Burks said. However,

by cutting registration back one day, students
were able to enjoy a week for Thanksgiving
Break instead of just a long weekend. By
further reducing registration this spring, students will be able to spend an extra day for
Christmas vacation.
Everyone seems concerned that registration
will be very hectic with the entire student body
registering at once, Burks said. However, many
larger universities are able to accommodate the
registration of their students in a single day, so
Harding should be able to do the same, he said.
Forty extra people will be working at registration this spring. "This first time will be more
difficult than the rest because we have to work
all the bugs out," he said.
The date for spring registration will be Tuesday, January 11.

has Relocated
to
Gin Creek
1545 E. Race in Searcy

GRADUATION SPEAKER. Dr. Bill
Banowsky will be the commencement speaker
for the December.graduation. (PR photo)
Videographer Doug Horton, from Memphis, will be graduating with his degree in radio/
TV and hopes to work for WHBQ channel13 in
his home town. Horton did his internship with
WHBQ and said that his experience at Harding
has opened the doors for "a lot of job possibilities." In addition, Horton said, graduating in
December means that "it will be easier to find a
job since there are fewer people out there looking."
Lynnette Gipson, an accounting major from
Irving,Texas, only spent three and half years
completing her degree. Gipson said she took
summer courses to shorten her stay at Harding.

Gipson plans to begin work on a master's program in information systems at the University
of Texas at Arlington in January. By combining
computers with accounting, Gipson said she
hopes to make herself more "marketable."
Sherry Bryant, an advertising major from
Denison, Texas, will be graduating this Decem- .
ber but she has already begun working at her
new job. Bryant started working for Cranford,
Johnson, Robinson & Wood, an advertising
agency in Little Rock, shortly before Thanksgiving. Bryant said she has finished all of her
classes as independent studies. "It's been hard
carrying both loads," Bryant said, "but I can
have a stress-free graduation not having to worry
about finding a job."
Dr. Neale Pryor, vice president for academic
affairs, said Harding graduates an average of
ISO students each December, and this year, he
said, more than 30 percent wi II be honors graduates. Honor students are designated according
to their cumulative grade point during their
undergraduate study. A graduate with a grade
point between 3.3 and 3.59 is graduated cum
laude. Graduates with a GPA between 3.6 and
3.84 are designated as magna cum laude graduates and those with a grade point of 3.85 or
higher receive the highest designation, that of
summa cum laude.
The following students are graduating with
these honors:
Cum Laude: Tammy Austin, Amy Bacon,
Steven Bennett, Tamara Brack, Amber Collins,
Melissa Forrest, Roxanne Gwaltney, Cheryl
Helms, Shannan Homer, Monterae Leasure,
Jason Pace, Tricia Parker, Dawn Pinner, Melissa Plummer, Kimberly Scott, Tricia Seibel,
Thomas Simmons, Daniel Smith, Stephanie
Smith, Melanie Whitehurst and Nancee Wilson.
Magna Cum Laude: Alex Bruno, Albert
Cook, Lynnette Gipson, Jason King, Tammy
Kodatt, Tonya Logan, Richard Loh, Kelly
McBride, Jan Milner, Lara Noah, Tana Stewart,
Kristin Weber and Stephanie Wilson.
Summa Cum Laude: Shelley Hughes, Julie
Krute, Darla Miller, Shauna Perez, Nuria
Portabella, Richard Reaves, Tracey Rhodes,
Amy Shollenbarger and Amy Showen.
December graduates will have a commencement rehearsal at 4:00p.m. on Thursday, December 16, in the Benson Auditorium. Graduation ceremonies the following Saturday will
begin at I 0 a.m.
The speaker for the December commencement will be Dr. Bill Banowsky, past president
of Pepperdine University and the University of
Oklahoma.

Merry Christmas!
Thanks for Hayriding with us this year.
We hope to see you in the new year. .
·J

Mike and Caroline Kent
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HUF students
returning to states

.

I

Veterans of the fall 1993 semester at HUF
are begining to return from their globetrotting
adventures. The group spent the last three months
studying and traveling in Europe. In between
classes at the Harding-owned villa in Florence,
the group traveled to places such as Corinth,
Athens, Paris, Rome and Amsterdam. Many of
the students skied the Alps, visited Eastern
Europe, and ate weinersnitzel in Germany.
According to Arden MeHaffey and Christina Pyktel, "Studying abroad provides the great
opportunity of being exposed to a variety of
cultures and different approaches to life." They
were impressed by the diversity of cultures in
Europe. "Each country is unique in its languages, foods , fashions and arts," they said.
The presence of such a wide variety of
cultures made communicating difficult at times,
according to Daryl Rogers, who said, "We too
often assumed that people we came into contact
with were going to be able to speak English." He
said that he soon learned to communicate with
gestures and a few words of the native language.
For the first month, they attended classes
every day. The next two months, classes met on
weekends before they traveled during the week.
When the group was together at the villa, they
engaged in many different activities. According
to a member of the group, often they would just
"hang out and talk." The group also organized
activities such as football games, soccer matches,
tennis matches, volleyball matches and ping
pong tournaments. They had chapel and devotionals together, as well.
While the group studied and experienced
different cultures, they also grew spiritually,
according to one of the HUFers. She said, "Some
of our favorite HUF memories are from devotionals. The group's spiritual high came when
Will Ed Warren, a Bible professor, read Paul's
speech on Mars Hill." She added, "We learned
a lot about sharing and consideration and making the best of all situations, but most of all we
have learned a lot about others, as well as
ourselves."

THE DUO MO. The dome of the Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore is the dominant feMure on the landscape in Florence. HUF students can see the
dome from the villa where they stay, on the hillside overlooking Florence. (photo by Scott Baine)
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Youthful Bisons, coach look to attack
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MEET THE BISONS

by Kenny Hightower
Bison Sports Editor

"Together we attack!!" That's coach Jeff
Morgan's theme for the 199~-94 men's basketball season. The team has taken on a new
and younger look this season. With the hiring
of the 27-year-old Morgan and 29-year-old
assistant coach Tim Kirby, the Bisons hope to
put their youthful enthusiasm into the basketball program.
Morgan has not only brought his own
enthusiasm to the team, but he has worked to
promote excitement about being Bison basketball fans among the entire student body. "I
have always wanted to be at Harding, ever
since I was a player," Morgan said. He made
the move from Division II West Texas State
where his team posted a 17-1 mark in his first
year as head coach. Morgan stresses team
unity and team play. "I feel that, if this team
possesses these two qualities, everything else
will take care of itself," he said.
When the Bisons take the court this season
they are led by Tony Marion, a senior transfer
from Southwest Texas State. Marion is a
6'6" postman from Chicago, Ill. The man in
the middkfor the Bisons this year is Fabian
Mena, a 6'7" senior who came to the Bisons
with Morgan from West Texas State. Mena is
a native of Colombia, South America.
At the forward position, the Bisons are
young but should prove that they caii hold
their own in the conference. Leading the way
is swing man Sigmund Donelson, a 6'6"
junior from Memphis, Tenn. Donelson averaged nine points for the Bisons last season,
but according to the coaches, he should do a
lot of the scoring this year.
Another bright spot for the Bisons this
season is red-shirt freshman Darren Gowen.
"Darren has come offthe bench and given us
some quality minutes so far and we're looking for him to get even better," Morgan said.
Jason Cooper, one of the leading freshmen in the conference last season created
havoc for some big men because he is such a
threat, both inside and out. He should again
be a force to be reckoned with in the paint.
Also helping the Bisons at the forward position are Allan Bishop, Brian Bequette and
Tom Gamer.
No team could be successful without a
good point guard running the show. Tim
Lewis, 6' senior from Greenville, Miss.,
should prove to be the answer for Morgan this
season. "Tim is a solid point guard and I think
he will do a great job for us this year,"
Morgan said. Helping Lewis out at point
guard will be the speedy Thomas Norphlet,
who was on the same high school tean1 with
Donelson.
Also shooting the rock for the Bisons this
season will be sophomore Tiago Lewis and
Scott Webb. Most people remember Lewis
from last year when he shattered the singlegame scoring record at Harding by scoring 4 2
points. Webb is a junior transfer from Carl
Albert Junior College, where he played under
Kirby.
The Bisons have been picked to finish
seventh in the conference this season, but
Morgan said he believes this team can do
better than that. "If we can win all of our
home games and play .500 ball on the road
then we will be in contention," Morgan said.
When Morgan came to Harding this fall,

~~~~~t -~~~!~he i?~as ~a.t ?:!'!~~ .

Tim Kirby
Assistant Basketball Coach
Hometown - Lowden, OK
Most Admired Person - Forrest Kirby
(Dad)
Favorite Athlete - Larry Bird
Favorite Team - Dallas Cowboys (He is
a big Leon Lett fan)
Favorite Coach - Mike Krzyzewski
(Duke)
Most Embarrassing Moment When Coach Kirby was in college, he
never had any trouble sleeping anywhere.
He played basketball at Oklahoma Christian College. One afternoon his coach
called a team meeting. As the meeting
got underway, Kirby was listening intently. After about I 0 minutes, however,
Kirby got sleepy and dozed off. He was
quickly awakened by the coach who
made him run an hour and a half for
going to sleep during the meeting.

U.S Departmenl of Transportation

SLAM DUNK. Jason Cooper, a sophomore from Searcy, slams the ball during the Bisons' game
against Christian Brothers. The Bisons won 94-75. (photo by Jason Burt)
win at West Texas State. One of those ideas
concerns crowd support. "The Bison Badlands" are a student group that has helped
terrorize many teams this year by sitting
behind the opponents' goal and trying to
destroy their concentration when they shoot
foul shots. The group has also provided a
great deal of halftime entertainment.
The Bisons have posted a 6-4 record by
playing some tough non-conference opponents and they hope this will prepare them for
conference play in January. As the Bisons
take court, beware because "Together, they
attack!"

Support Bison
Basketball

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13,
1989 at 8:25pm.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to . ,
stop him. Because if he kills innocent 'J
people, how will you live with yourself?
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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Lady Bison expect good things

MEET THE BISONS

by Kenny Hightower
Bison Sports Edttor

Jeff Morgan
Head Basketball Coach
Hometown - Corning, Arkansas
Most Admired Person- Gerald Morgan (Dad), Jerry Morgan (Brother)
Favorite Athlete - Earvin "Magic"
Johnson
Favorite Coach - Pat Riley
Favorite Team - Los Angeles Lakers
Most Embarrassing Moment This year the team was getting
ready to leave for their first tournament in Missouri. In the excitement
to get started, Coach Morgan made
sure everyone had everything they
needed for the tri:f}. They loaded into
the vans and started on the trip.
About 45 minutes into the trip,
Coach Morgan realized that, in the
rush, he had forgotten his own bag in
the trunk of his car. He didn't have
anything to wear but the warm-up
suit that he had on. At his first opportunity, he made a phone call and his
wife, Christy, arrived with his clothes
just before time to leave for the stadium.

This season the Lady Bison basketball team
will sport a smaller line up but hopefully, their
scrappiness will keep them in every game.
Coach Greg Harnden feels optimistic about
the season. "I am pleased so far, because we
have balanced scoring and everyone is really
trying to step up their game," Harnden said.
Harnden believes his team has enough talent
and ability to compete in every contest.
Leading the charge this season is the Lady
Bisons' all-time leading scorer, Kymm
Alexander. Against Williams Baptist last Tuesday night, Alexander passed Nancee Wilson,
who formerly held the scoring record with I 077
points in 87 games.
Alexander is considered the go-to girl in the
paint for the Lady Bisons. She was also named
to the preseason All-AIC team. "Kyrnm is our
main scorer but she does much more than that
on the court," Harnden said.
One of the biggest surprises for the Lady
Bisons this season is freshman Angie Fouts.
She has provided much-needed rebound help,
while also lighting up the scoreboard. According to Hamden, she is a hard worker and a
continual student of the game.
When the opponents concentrate on
Alexander, Mindy Murphy takes up the slack
with her offensive scoring abilities. "Mindy has
done a great job so far by taking some of the
pressure off of Alexander and Fouts," Harnden
said.
Sophomore Cindy Camp made a sudden
impact for the Lady Bisons last season and
should provide the same sparkling numbers this
year. At that same position, newcomer Bridgette
Benson will be looked to to provide a muchneeded spark coming off of the bench. Benson,
who averaged 28 points a game in high school,
will be called upon to put up some similar
numbers for the Lady Bisons.
At the end of last season, Coach Harnden
didn't think he was going to get his starting
point guard, Jama Fullerton, back because of a
severe shoulder injury. After surgery and rehabilitation, however, Fullerton has come back
stronger and has even more scoring punch than

The Sounds of Joy

ANOTHER TWO FOR THE RECORD. Kymm Alexander shoots the ball to add to her record
career total. She passed Nancee Wilson's career total against Philander Smith. (photo by Jason Burt)
before. Fullerton is always a three-point threat,
but she can also penetrate the defense.
Helping Fullerton at the point guard position
are sophomore Sarah Collins and freshman
Diane DeGrenier. Collins is another three-point

threat who plays great defense, according to
Harnden.
The Lady Bisons have compiled a 6-1 record
so far. Harnden said, if they continue to play well
together, "only good things can happen."

It is better to give
and receive

By Ann Sewell
For individuals or groups, a close look at 15 enduring hymns and
their hymn writers, interwoven with recollections of college students
about the power of music in their lives. Mrs. Sewell is a retired music
professor at Harding University.
Paperback, 237 pp., plus the hymns on a 1993 cassette recorded
by the Harding University Chorus, directed by Dr. Cliff Ganus III.
~---------- ---- ----------,
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Order Blank
Harding University Recording Center
Box 757, Searcy, AR 72149-0001

Book and cassette: $15 plus $1.50 mailing cost. Individually: book $9.95 and
cassette $7.00 plus $1.50 each mailing cost.
Six or more books sent to one address: $6.00 each postpaid.
Number of books
Number of tapes
Subtotal
Mailing cost
Total_
~n~
Complete mailing address:

-

-

-

-
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L __A gift card enclosed upon request._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j

Happy Holidays from

Birkenstock
Give the gift of Birkenstock comfort this holiday season.
• Shoetique Special- Harding students receive $10.00 off on any pair of
Birkenstocks; free gift wrapping, gift
certificates available

SHOETIQUE

Town & Country Plaza, 201 N. Poplar, Searcy • 268-{)447
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Fall sports wrap up,
athletes honored

Lady Bison down
Philander Smith

by Kenny Hightower

Kymm Alexander
breaks scoring record

Bison Sports Editor

by Holly Latimer
Bison staff writer

With 17:471eft in the first half of Thursday
night's Lady Bison game the against Philander
Smith, Kymm Alexander broke Harding
University's all-time scoring record. After the
record breaking basket, Alexander was presented the game ball by former record holder
Nancee Wilson and Lady Bisons' Coach Greg
Harnden.
"I was never really concerned about the
record," said Alexander," but I was happy to
break it. Everything goes back to my teammates, their passes to me and playing with
them." The Lady Bisons won the game 100-84
behind Alexander's 30 points.
Freshman Bridget Benson also had a hot
hand and tossed in 18. Benson, who is recovering from illness, only played for short time
intervals, but made them quality minutes. "I
was pleased with tonight's game. I was getting
over my illness all week," Benson said.
Sophomore Cindy Camp was also in double
figures with 16 while grabbing down 6 rebounds. Mindy Murphy came on strong with
ten points, as Jama Fullerton had 7 assis~ during her 32 minutes of running the offense.

B
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Even though they didn't all win, the fall sports
teams provided plenty of excitement for Bison fans.
The football team had high hopes of returning to
the NAIA playoffs but lost two tough games at the
end of the season to put them out of contention. The
Bisons completed the season ranked 13th, while
compiling a 6-4 record.
The Lady Bison volleyball team shared a piece
of the conference title with Ouachita Baptist. In the
district tournament, the Lady Bisons first defeated
the same Ouachita team but lost in the championship game to the highly-talented Henderson State
Reddies. Harding, winning at least a share of the
AIC title for the fourth time in five years, completed
the regular season at 19-17.
The men's and women's cross country teams
both won AIC/District 17 championships. Both
teams traveled to Wisconsin to compete for the
national championships. The Lady Bisons finished
27th and the men came in 36th out of a field of 40
teams. The men, however, won the national academic team award with a combined GPA of 3.65.

HONOREES FOR FALL SPORTS:
FootbaU:
First Team All- Conference:Jon Newby- Defensive Back, Lome Latiker- Defensive Back, Paul
Simmons- Defensive End, Brooks Harrell- Linebacker, Thad Hill- Tight End, Eric Peters- Lineman,
Bryan Wansley- Center.
Second Team: Eric Howell- Linebacker, Scott
Reedy-Lineman,KyleCitty-Rover,RonSparkmanReciever, Lloyd Coakley- Fullback, Jeff PattersonLineman, Aaron Walters- Tailback.
Honorable Mention: John Perry- Lineman, Paul
Mann- Quarterback.
Volleyball:
All-Conference:ReginaHuddleston,Amy Deuel.
All Distict 17: Kathleen Bassham, Amy Deuel.
Academic All Americans: Angela JohnsonVolleyball, Damon Work- Cross Country, Nathan
Howard- Cross Country.

Natural
Health Care
At It's Best

A LITTLE HIGHER. Angie Baskett punches the ball over the defenders' hands. Ko Jo Kai
defeated Shantih in a recent club championship game. (photo by Jason Burt)

Big Buck Night
Tuesday night all seatst.OO

Dr. John Baines
Specializes in treating:

•
•
•
•

neck pain
back pain
headaches
joint pain

•
•
•
•

SEARCY CINEMA 5

muscle pain
disc related injuries
sports related injuries
carpal tunnel syndrome

2933 East Race

268-4101
Baines Chiropractic Clinic
303 E. Center

·

Call24 Hours For Features
and Show Times 279-3644

We Bring You the Finest in Motion Picture Entertainment
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l
DIAL-A-MENU Cafeteria-ext. 2340
ITZA PIZZA delivery-ext. 4892

1PA
serv1ces

.ETC.. ~ Gift.Shop
20% off all Christmas
merchandise

··rcav··

The Countrgs Best Yogurt®

fle'la

Happy Holidays from Burger Kmg~

l

